TH O U G H T
I desired to have a highly contrasting portfolio website after I went through one previous year. I chose to create my
own black and white portfolio website. I needed an exceptional and straightforward portfolio so that it would stand
different. Subsequent to considering the big picture for some time, I concocted a plan to design my portfolio to
appear as a basic website. As I never observed this idea in terms of the resume so this would be interesting for me as
well. I was amped up for this thought and I began to deal with the idea immediately.
CHALLENGE
It was arduous to assemble a portfolio website in a highly contrasting tone. The portfolio demonstrated loads of text,
pictures, symbols, activities, numerous tones, and a few charts. Obviously putting them together would excessively
pack the site therefore I just set up all of it in a real sense. Clients would experience issues processing the data if there
were such a large number of them.
KEY ARRANGEMENT
I believe a portfolio website gives any person more space for self-articulation. That is practically obvious, right? When I
tried making my portfolio website, the look, the vibe, and the message were entirely up to me which means it was not
limited by the space which we have on a piece of paper. A conventional portfolio gives the spotter a brief look into
your expert history and accomplishments while the portfolio website can go a lot deeper. To begin with, I
consolidated the visual components of the resume to streamline the data. Later located what will come next to each
other so they would appear appropriately. Saving loads of spaces and diminishing visual components to make the site
look more basic. I likewise incorporated resume segments.
INNOVATION
I utilized HTML, CSS, JavaScript to construct this site. I picked them essentially on the grounds that they are web
principles these days. I likewise utilized SVG files for the symbols but dodged Flash since I needed to see the site on
Apple cell phones as well.
TI M E T A B L E
It took me some time to complete this task since it was a one-man show which involves drawing, planning, and
coding. I also had a full-time job, therefore could only work on week- nights and week-ends. This project commenced
around in June 2020 and I completed it around December 2020.
VIRAL
Finally, I launched my black and white portfolio website on December 25, 2020. Later, I presented my site to a few
design competitions. Things were delayed for seven days, but it changed completely. I recall that I woke up and went
crazy when I saw many new messages in my mailbox. Being included in some honour websites unquestionably had a
ton to do with it. Others' posts and remarks on social news websites additionally assisted with getting out the word.
The chain response in social media developed sufficiently large and had a momentous effect as well. Individuals from
another stream of IT contacted and complimented me. I surmise you don't need to become a Rock star to encounter
that. A software quality assurance engineer can do just the same.
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